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finally, you need to be able to render the photo into a 3d space. now, you can take the photo and apply
the dof effect right out of after effects. however, youll need to use the rendering and composition tutorial

to understand how to render the photo in 3d space and then make it your 3d layer in after effects. to
achieve the best results, the dof pro plug-in has several important settings that you will want to check

and adjust when using the plug-in. these include the following: the aperture, f-stop, blur level and the blur
radius are all sliders that affect the final result of the plugin. these settings are all relative to the current
frame so you will have to set them every time you render a new frame. dof pro will make suggestions for
the settings every time you render a frame. however, you are also able to override the suggestions. dof
pro has several preset modes you can use. these modes are based on samples of real-life photography.
you can select to use one of the modes from the preset modes drop down menu in the dof pro timeline.

the default mode is the photoshop mode and this mode is not recommended for use with non-lens based
cameras. dof pro has preset modes for canon eos cameras, nikon, panasonic, olympus, sony and fuji.
depth of field pro also includes several options to control how the depth of field effect looks like. these
include the dof curve, dof shape, layers, color correction and the blur color. dof pro is the undisputed

leader in photorealistic depth of field effects for adobe after effects. backed by over a decade of research
and development since its first release in 2005, dof pro has become the industrys professional choice for

unparalleled and sophisticated depth of field effects quickly and efficiently as a post process. dof pros
state-of-the-art featureset provides innovative and cutting-edge technology not available elsewhere,

resulting in one of the most powerful and advanced depth of field processors in the industry.
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dof pro includes an original auto-blur effect. it has both a global and a local blur amount and generates a
blur on any selected areas within the image. it can be used to produce a variety of different bokeh effects.
dof pros auto-blur feature produces a highly-realistic bokeh effect that often times can only be achieved
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through post-production in other software packages. however, it has the added advantage of being one of
the first plugins of its kind to offer a true on-camera solution. dof pros focus mask feature allows the user
to view any adjustments in focus mask in real-time. a moving focus mask can be created by adjusting the
focus mask. however, it is possible to set the focus mask to be locked or not locked. this can be achieved
through the use of a focus mask lock button that will either be visible or invisible on-screen. in the case
where a focus mask is not locked, dof pro will not be able to calculate a focus mask for a new frame. the
cloned effect feature is one of the most widely used tools included in dof pro. it allows the user to have a
selected area of the image duplicated and the focus of the copy is determined by the input focus mask.
the output of the cloned area is then located on the original image with the new focus range. dof pros

cloned area can be used to produce wide-angle bokeh effects, which are produced using a specific focus
mask. the cloned area can be used to produce a range of different bokeh effects. dof pro has a cloned

area feature that can produce an extremely wide range of bokeh effects. once youve captured your flat
background and camera you need to use one of the best 3d tools in after effects: the depth of field (dof)
plugin. after effects has a huge library of plugins that are really easy to use. you can find a good tutorial
on how to use the dof plugin in the depth of field article. now you should be able to capture a photo that

has depth. you should be able to change the blur type from a circular type to a fisheye type. you can also
change the radius that the blur goes out to using the dof slider. 5ec8ef588b
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